BUFFALO FIELD OFFICE THIRD QUARTER 2018 COMPETITIVE OIL & GAS PARCEL LIST

WY-183Q-025 38.780 Acres
T.0520N, R.0690W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 020 LOTS 9;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_GHMAL
WY_BFO_TLS_STG
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN

WY-183Q-026 1327.000 Acres
T.0420N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 002 LOTS 5,6,11-14,19,20;
004 LOTS 7-10,15-18;
006 LOTS 22;
028 LOTS 9-16;
032 LOTS 3-6,11-14;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_GHMAL
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_CLBA
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F

DEFER ENTIRE PARCEL (1327.00 acres) which has been nominated over existing Federal Coal Leases: WYW-127221 and WYW-2313 at Black Thunder Mine WYW-150210 and WYW-179011 at North Antelope Rochelle Mine WYW-151134 at School Creek Mine. Parcel also falls under the active Wyoming Department of
Environmental Quality mining permit's for Black Thunder Mine, North Antelope Rochelle Mine and School Creek Mine. Defer parcel until it is no longer under active coal mining permits.

WY-183Q-027 817.360 Acres
T.0430N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 004 LOTS 13,14,19,20;
008 LOTS 1,2,7-16;
018 LOTS 5,12,13,20;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_CLBA
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
DEFER ENTIRE PARCEL (817.360 acres) which has been nominated over existing Federal Coal Leases: WYW-87582, WYW-118907, WYW-136458 at Black Thunder Mine. Parcel also falls under the active Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality mining permit for Black Thunder Mine. Defer parcel until it is no longer under active coal mining permits.

WY-183Q-028 1647.180 Acres
T.0430N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 017 LOTS 1,4,5,8,9,12,13,16;
019 LOTS 5-12;
020 LOTS 5-12;
031 LOTS 5-20;
032 LOTS 13;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_CLBA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
DEFER ENTIRE PARCEL (1647.180 acres) which has been nominated over existing Federal Coal Leases: WYW-127221, WYW-2313, WYW-118907 and WYW-172692 at Black Thunder Mine. Parcel also falls under the active Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality mining permit for Black Thunder Mine. Defer parcel until it is no longer under active coal mining permits.

DEFER PARTIAL PARCEL (570.15 acres) which has been nominated over existing federal coal lease by application (North Hilight Field): WYW-164812. Parcel also falls under the active Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality mining permit for Black Thunder Mine. Defer parcel until it is no longer under an active coal mining permit and is no longer under a lease by application.
Sec. 023 (Lot 10) 40.96 acres
Sec. 023 (Lot 13) 40.99 acres
Sec. 023 (Lot 14) 40.92 acres
Sec. 023 (Lot 15) 40.86 acres

WY-183Q-030 899.610 Acres
T.0440N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
   Sec. 022 LOTS 8,9,14,15;
   023 LOTS 11,12;
   027 LOTS 1-3,5-8;
   034 LOTS 1-3,6-10,16;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_CLBA
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_SW_TLS_GHMAL
WY_SW_NSO_GHMAL
DEFER ENTIRE PARCEL (899.610 acres) which has been nominated over existing
Federal Coal Leases: WYW-117924 and WYW-176096, as well as existing federal
coal lease by application (North Hilight Field) WYW-164812 at Black Thunder
Mine. Parcel also falls under the active Wyoming Department of
Environmental Quality mining permit for Black Thunder Mine. Defer parcel
until it is no longer under active coal mining permits and is no longer
under a lease by application.

WY-183Q-031 245.830 Acres
T.0450N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
   Sec. 001 LOTS 7-10,17,18;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
BACON CREEK UNIT
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_NSO_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_GSGRH
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_TLS_PHMAL

WY-183Q-032  534.340 Acres
T.0450N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 004  LOTS 13,14,19,20;
   029  LOTS 1,2,7-10,15,16;
   032  LOTS 8;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_TLS_PHMAL

WY-183Q-033  1066.910 Acres
T.0450N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 011  LOTS 8-10,15,16;
  012  LOTS 3-6,11-14;
  013  LOTS 2-7,10,15,16;
  026  LOTS 1-4;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_NSO_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_GSGRH
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_TLS_PHMAL

WY-183Q-034 363.960 Acres
 T.0450N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
   Sec. 029 LOTS 3,4,6,11,14;
   030  15-18;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
 Lease Notice No. 1
 Lease Notice No. 2
 Lease Notice No. 3
 Lease Stipulation No. 1
 Lease Stipulation No. 2
 Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F

WY-183Q-035 1117.320 Acres
 T.0450N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
   Sec. 033 LOTS 3-6;
   034 LOTS 3-6,11,12,14;
   035 LOTS 1-16;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
 Lease Notice No. 1
 Lease Notice No. 2
 Lease Notice No. 3
 Lease Stipulation No. 1
 Lease Stipulation No. 2
 Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
DEFER ENTIRE PARCEL (688.910 acres) which has been nominated over existing Federal Coal Lease: WYW-3446 at Black Thunder Mine. Parcel also falls under the active Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality mining permit for Black Thunder Mine. Defer parcel until it is no longer under an active coal mining permit.
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA

WY-183Q-038  158.890 Acres
T.0470N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 018  lots 7-10;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_SW_TLS_GHML

WY-183Q-039  198.540 Acres
T.0470N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 026   lots 13;
           027   lots 10-13;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_SW_TLS_GHML

WY-183Q-040  1424.170 Acres
T.0480N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 001   lots 5,6,11-20;
           002   lots 5,13;
           008   lots 13,16;
009  LOTS 1-7,9,14;
010  LOTS 1,2;
011  LOTS 3-6,11-14;
012  LOTS 11;

Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
  Lease Notice No. 3
  Lease Stipulation No. 1
  Lease Stipulation No. 2
  Lease Stipulation No. 3
  WY_SW_TLS_GHMAL
  WY_BFO_NSOF_Slopes50
  WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
  WY_BFO_CSU_SE
  WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
  WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
  WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
  WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB

WY-183Q-041  1877.960 Acres
  T.0480N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 014  LOTS 3-6,11,12;
  017  LOTS 1,8;
  018  LOTS 10,15;
  019  LOTS 12-16;
  020  LOTS 1-15;
  021  LOTS 1-16;

Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
  Lease Notice No. 3
  Lease Stipulation No. 1
  Lease Stipulation No. 2
  Lease Stipulation No. 3
  WY_SW_TLS_GHMAL
  WY_BFO_CSU_CLBA
  WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
  WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
  WY_BFO_CSU_SE
  WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
  WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
  WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
  WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY-183Q-042  1419.080 Acres
T.0480N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 022  LOTS 1,2,7,8,16;
  024  LOTS 1-3,7-10,14,15;
  025  LOTS 1,2,7,8;
  026  LOTS 5,6;
  027  LOTS 1;
  028  LOTS 1-3,6-15;
  028  SWSE;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
  Lease Notice No. 3
  Lease Stipulation No. 1
  Lease Stipulation No. 2
  Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_GHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
WY_BFO_CSU_GSGRH
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_BFO_TLS_PHMAL
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN

WY-183Q-043  492.840 Acres
T.0480N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 023  LOTS 1-10,15,16;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
  Lease Notice No. 3
  Lease Stipulation No. 1
  Lease Stipulation No. 2
  Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_GHMAL
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
Special Lease Notice: (1) There is a single (or multiple) unplugged wellbore(s) and/or other facilities located on this parcel. For more information, please contact a Petroleum Engineer at the Buffalo Field Office at (307) 684-1100.

WY-183Q-044 1363.070 Acres
T.0480N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 029 LOTS 9-16;
030 LOTS 5-19;
031 LOTS 5-10;
033 LOTS 9,11,12;
034 LOTS 3,6;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_SW_TLS_GHML
WY_SW_NSO_GHML
Special Lease Notice: (1) There is a single (or multiple) unplugged wellbore(s) and/or other facilities located on this parcel. For more information, please contact a Petroleum Engineer at the Buffalo Field Office at (307) 684-1100.

WY-183Q-045 287.800 Acres
T.0410N, R.0710W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 015 LOTS 1-4,6-8;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Special Lease Notice: (1) There is a single (or multiple) unplugged wellbore(s) and/or other facilities located on this parcel. For more information, please contact a Petroleum Engineer at the Buffalo Field Office at (307) 684-1100.

DEFER ENTIRE PARCEL (287.800 acres) which has been nominated over existing Federal Coal Leases: WYW-141435, WYW-163340 and WYW-178457 at Antelope Mine. Parcel also falls under the active Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality mining permit for Antelope Mine. Defer parcel until it is no longer under active coal mining permits.

WY-183Q-046 241.200 Acres
T.0470N, R.0710W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 013 LOTS 5,12-14;
023 LOTS 10,13;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_CLBA
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
DEFER ENTIRE PARCEL (241.200 acres) which has been nominated over existing Federal Coal Leases: WYW-8385 at Cordero Rojo Mine. Parcel also falls under the active Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality mining permit for Cordero Rojo Mine. Defer parcel until it is no longer under active coal mining permits.

WY-183Q-048 201.880 Acres
T.0420N, R.0720W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 030  LOTS 13,14,16,17,19;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
COMMUNITIZATION AGREEMENT WYW184438
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA

WY-183Q-049  40.510 Acres
  T.0430N, R.0720W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 026  LOTS 6;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F

WY-183Q-050  40.020 Acres
  T.0410N, R.0730W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 001  LOTS 1;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
COMMUNITIZATION AGREEMENT WYW184439
Formerly Lease No.
DEFER ENTIRE PARCEL (40.02 acres). Parcel is United States Forest Service (USFS) surface, and is deferred until FS review has been completed.

WY-183Q-051 44.060 Acres  
T.0420N, R.0730W, 06th PM, WY  
Sec. 019  LOTS 8;  
Campbell County  
Buffalo FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3  
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA  
WY_BFO_CSU_PD  
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN  
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN

WY-183Q-052 124.140 Acres  
T.0430N, R.0730W, 06th PM, WY  
Sec. 001  LOTS 15,17;  
017  LOTS 9;  
Campbell County  
Buffalo FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3  
WY_SW_TLS_GHMAL
WY-183Q-054  1221.540 Acres
  T.0510N, R.0740W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 001  LOTS 16,17;
  002  LOTS 9,10,13-20;
  010  LOTS 8,16;
  015  LOTS 1-16;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_NSO_GHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_GHMAL
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA

WY-183Q-058  40.000 Acres
  T.0420N, R.0750W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 012  NENE;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
COMMUNITIZATION AGREEMENT WYW183189
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO.Ticks_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_H
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_PD

WY-183Q-059  281.060 Acres
T.0460N, R.0750W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 017  LOTS 10,14,15;
  020  LOTS 3-6;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_GHAMAL
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO-CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA

WY-183Q-060  51.250 Acres
T.0520N, R.0750W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 017  LOTS 6;
  020  LOTS 17;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_BGCW
WY_BFO_TLS_BGCWEC
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY-BFO_TLS_STG
WY-BFO_CSU_FCR
WY-BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_ECWC
WY_BFO_CSU_VRMII

WY-183Q-065 1141.430 Acres
  T.0510N, R.0760W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 001 LOTS 5-12;
  002 LOTS 5-20;
  011 LOTS 3-6;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
  Lease Notice No. 3
  Lease Stipulation No. 1
  Lease Stipulation No. 2
  Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_Slopes50
WY_BFO_TLS_BGCWEC
WY_BFO_TLS_EC
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_STG
WY_BFO_CSU_EC
WY_BFO_CSU_ECWC
WY_BFO_CSU_FCR
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB

WY-183Q-090 80.000 Acres
  T.0460N, R.0800W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 011 E2NE;
Johnson County
Buffalo FO
Communitization Agreement WYW184809
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
WY_BFO_CSU_GSGRH
WY_BFO_CSU_H
WY_BFO_TLS_PHMAL

WY-183Q-098 318.130 Acres
  T.0430N, R.0820W, 06th PM, WY
    Sec. 004 LOTS 1,2;
    004 S2NE,SE;
Johnson County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
WY_BFO_NSO_Slopes50
WY_BFO_CSU_GSGRH
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_VRMII
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_BFO_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_NSO_PHMAL
Special Lease Notice: (1) There is a single (or multiple) unplugged wellbore(s) and/or other facilities located on this parcel. For more information, please contact a Petroleum Engineer at the Buffalo Field Office at (307) 684-1100.

WY-183Q-099 200.000 Acres
  T.0570N, R.0820W, 06th PM, WY
    Sec. 011 S2S2;
    020 NWNE;
Sheridan County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_Slopes50
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB

DEFER ENTIRE PARCEL (164.960 acres) which has been nominated over existing Federal Coal Lease: WYW-136458 at Black Thunder Mine. Parcel also falls under the active Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality mining permit for Cordero Rojo Mine. Defer parcel until it is no longer under an active coal mining permit.

Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_CLBA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA

Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_CLBA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA

DEFER ENTIRE PARCEL (164.960 acres) which has been nominated over existing Federal Coal Lease: WYW-136458 at Black Thunder Mine. Parcel also falls under the active Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality mining permit for Cordero Rojo Mine. Defer parcel until it is no longer under an active coal mining permit.

WY-183Q-123 164.960 Acres
T.0430N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 008 LOTS 3-6;

WY-183Q-124 341.190 Acres
T.0450N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 034 LOTS 1,2,7-10,15,16;
Formerly Lease No.

Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
CASPER FIELD OFFICE THIRD QUARTER 2018 COMPETITIVE OIL & GAS PARCEL LIST

WY-183Q-022  481.220 Acres
T.0380N, R.0680W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 002  LOTS 3,4;
  003  LOTS 3,4;
  004  LOTS 1-4;
  004  SWNE,S2NW,NWSW;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PTHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PTHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS
database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse
breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of
habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas
(Core only).

WY-183Q-023  798.170 Acres
T.0380N, R.0680W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 031  LOTS 3,4;
  031  E2SW,W2SE,SESE;
  032  SENW,NESW,SWSW,SE;
  033  S2SW,SE;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PTHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PTHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS
database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS
database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse
breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas

WY-183Q-024  240,000 Acres
T.0350N, R.0690W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 019 SENE;
029 N2NE;
032 NESE;
033 N2SW;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

WY-183Q-047  160,000 Acres
T.0350N, R.0720W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 001 N2S2;
Converse County
Casper FO
COMMUNITIZATION AGREEMENT WYW110262
COMMUNITIZATION AGREEMENT WYW110189
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

WY-183Q-053  38.960 Acres
T.0350N, R.0740W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 004 LOTS 5;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-055 1061.300 Acres
T.0350N, R.0750W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 001 LOTS 5-20;
  005 LOTS 13-20;
  010 LOTS 9,15,16;
Converse County
Casper FO
BLIZZART HEIGHTS UNIT
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_NSO_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_CNHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

WY-183Q-056 1969.080 Acres
T.0350N, R.0750W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 015 LOTS 1-16;
  021 LOTS 1-16;
  022 LOTS 1-4,13,14;
  027 LOTS 4-6;
035 LOTS 3-6,8-11;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_NSO_CHMAL
WY_SW NSO_PHAMAL
WY_SW_TLS_CHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHAMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHAMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas

WY-183Q-057  550.640 Acres
T.0350N, R.0750W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 018 LOTS 5-17;
018 SWNE;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHAMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHAMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas

WY-183Q-061  830.780 Acres
T.0350N, R.0760W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 003 LOTS 1-4;
003 S2N2,SW;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_NSO_GHMA
WY_SW_NSO_PHMA
WY_SW_TLS_GHMA
WY_SW_TLS_PHMA
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS  (1) **Mar 15 to Jul 14**; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

---

WY-183Q-062 152.600 Acres
T.0350N, R.0760W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 031 LOTS 1,2;
031 E2NE;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited
unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-063 510.380 Acres
T.0360N, R.0760W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 006  LOTS 6,7;
006  E2SW,SE;
007  N2NE,NENW;
018  LOTS 1,2;

Converse County
Casper FO
SAND SPRINGS UNIT
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

NOTE: Parcel WY-183Q-063 (510.380 acres) is entirely within Sand Hills Management Area. Administratively unavailable for oil and gas leasing (Decision 7047). Delete entire parcel.

WY-183Q-064 1345.200 Acres
T.0360N, R.0760W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 020  NE,NESE;
028  ALL;
029  E2;
031  LOTS 2-4;
031  SENW,NESW;

Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_NSO_GHMAL
WY_SW_NSO_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_GHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS  (1) **Mar 15 to Jul 14;** (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas.

TLS  (1) **Mar 15 to Jul 14;** (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-066  1478.090 Acres
T.0350N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 001 LOTS 1,2;
  001  S2NE,S2S2;
  002  LOTS 3,4;
  002  S2NW,SW;
  012  N2,SE;
  013  NW,W2SE,SESE;
  024  W2NE;

Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_NSO_GHMA
WY_SW_NSO_PHMA
WY_SW_TLS_GHMA
WY_SW_TLS_PHMA
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS  (1) **Mar 15 to Jul 14;** (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas.

TLS  (1) **Mar 15 to Jul 14;** (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited...
unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-067  598.790 Acres
T.0350N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 001  LOTS 3,4;
  001  S2NW;
  002  LOTS 1;
  002  SENE;
  012  SW;
  013  E2NE,NESE;
  035  N2NW;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_NSO_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_GHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS  (1)  Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas
TLS  (1)  Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-068 160.000 Acres
T.0350N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 002 S2SE;
013 W2NE;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_NOANAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-069 714.680 Acres
T.0350N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 003 LOTS 4;
NOTE: Parcel WY-183Q-069 (714.680 acres) is entirely within Sand Hills Management Area. Administratively unavailable for oil and gas leasing (Decision 7047). Delete entire parcel.

WY-183Q-070 80.000 Acres
T.0350N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 003 W2SW;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-071 848.970 Acres
T.0350N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 006 LOTS 1-7;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

NOTE: Parcel WY-183Q-071 (848.970 acres) is entirely within Sand Hills Management Area. Administratively unavailable for oil and gas leasing (Decision 7047). Delete entire parcel.

WY-183Q-072  240.000 Acres
  T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 002  W2SE;
  011  W2NW,W2SE;

Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable
plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-073  640.000 Acres
  T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 003  SW; 009  E2,E2W2;
  Natrona County
  Casper FO
  Formerly Lease No.
  Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
  Lease Notice No. 3
  Lease Stipulation No. 1
  Lease Stipulation No. 2
  Lease Stipulation No. 3
  WY_SW_NSO_PHMAL
  WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
  WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
  WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
  TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.
  TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas
  CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.
  CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-074  120.000 Acres
  T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 009  W2NW,NWSW;
  Natrona County
  Casper FO
  Formerly Lease No.
  Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
  Lease Notice No. 3
  Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW NSO PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU PHMA

TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

NOTE: Parcel WY-183Q-075 (80.000 acres) is partially within Sand Hills Management Area. Administratively unavailable for oil and gas leasing (Decision 7047). Delete the following:

T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 011 E2NE;

Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU PHMA

TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

NOTE: Parcel WY-183Q-075 (80.000 acres) is partially within Sand Hills Management Area. Administratively unavailable for oil and gas leasing (Decision 7047). Delete the following:

T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 011 E2NE;
WY-183Q-076 560.000 Acres
T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 015 W2;
017 S2NE,SE;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMA
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.
NOTE: Parcel WY-183Q-076 (320.000 acres) is partially within Sand Hills Management Area. Administratively unavailable for oil and gas leasing (Decision 7047). Delete the following:

T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 015 W2;

WY-183Q-077 240.000 Acres
T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 017 N2NE,NW;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.

TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-078 426.310 Acres  
T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY  
Sec. 018 LOTS 1-3;  
018 NE,E2NW,NESW,SESE;  

Natrona County  
Casper FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3  

WY_SW_TLS_PHNAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.

TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-079 309.610 Acres
T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 019 LOTS 1,2;
019 NE,E2NW;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY_SW_TLS_PPHMA
WY_SW_TLS_PHPMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHPMA

TLS (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.

TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-080 1510.830 Acres
NOTE: Parcel WY-183Q-080 (1510.830 acres) is entirely within Sand Hills Management Area. Administratively unavailable for oil and gas leasing (Decision 7047). Delete entire parcel.

WY-183Q-081  160.000 Acres
  T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 020  NE;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
  Lease Notice No. 3
  Lease Stipulation No. 1
  Lease Stipulation No. 2
  Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas:
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.
WY-183Q-082  80,000 Acres
T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 021  W2NW;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-083  560,000 Acres
T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 024  NE,E2NW,SWNW;
025  N2NE,SWNE,NW;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse
breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of
habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the
historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited
unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable
plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper
Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of
the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-084 80.000 Acres
T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 024 E2SE;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS
database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse
breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of
habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the
historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited
unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable
plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper
Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of
the Bozeman Trail.

WY-183Q-085 480.000 Acres
T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 025 SW;
026 NW2;
035 SW;

Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS  (1) **Mar 15 to Jul 14**; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

**NOTE:** Parcel WY-183Q-085 (320.000 acres) is partially within Sand Hills Management Area. Administratively unavailable for oil and gas leasing (Decision 7047). Delete the following:

- **T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY**
  - Sec. 026 W2W2;
  - 035 SW;

**T.0360N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY**
- Sec. 027 W2;
- 028 ALL;
- 029 ALL;
- 030 LOTS 1-4;
- 030 E2, E2W2;

Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

**NOTE:** Parcel WY-183Q-086 (2223.040 acres) is entirely within Sand Hills Management Area. Administratively unavailable for oil and gas leasing (Decision 7047). Delete entire parcel.
NOTE: Parcel WY-183Q-087 (2064.000 acres) is entirely within Sand Hills Management Area. Administratively unavailable for oil and gas leasing (Decision 7047). Delete entire parcel.

NOTE: Parcel WY-183Q-088 (2541.800 acres) is entirely within Sand Hills Management Area. Administratively unavailable for oil and gas leasing (Decision 7047). Delete entire parcel.
WY-183Q-089  120.000 Acres  
T.0400N, R.0790W, 06th PM, WY 
Sec. 028 NENW,W2NW;  
Natrona County  
Casper FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3  
TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.  

WY-183Q-091  1229.670 Acres  
T.0320N, R.0820W, 06th PM, WY  
Sec. 005 LOTS 1-4;  
005 S2N2,S2;  
006 LOTS 1-7;  
006 S2NE,SENW,E2SW,SE;  
Natrona County  
Casper FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3  
WY_SW_TLS_PHMA  
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA  
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA  
TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.  
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas  
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.  
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

WY-183Q-092 1031.420 Acres
T.0320N, R.0820W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 007 LOTS 1-3;
  007 NE,E2NW,NESW,N2SE;
  008 N2,E2SW,SE;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within greater than 10% sagebrush canopy cover may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Bates Hole and Fish Creek/Willow Creek area Greater sage-grouse nesting habitat.
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper
Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

WY-183Q-093  320.000 Acres
  T.0320N, R.0820W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 009  N2NE,NW,W2SW;
  Natrona County
  Casper FO
  Formerly Lease No.
  Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
  Lease Notice No. 3
  Lease Stipulation No. 1
  Lease Stipulation No. 2
  Lease Stipulation No. 3
  WY_SW_TLS_PHMA
  WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
  WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
  TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
  TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas
  CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.
  CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.
  CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

WY-183Q-094  640.000 Acres
  T.0320N, R.0820W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 015  ALL;
  Natrona County
  Casper FO
  Formerly Lease No.
  Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

WY-183Q-095  1665.480 Acres
T. 0320N, R. 0820W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 017 NNE, NENW, S2N2, S2;
  018 LOTS 1-4;
  018 E2, E2W2;
  019 NE, NWSE;
  020 SENE, S2NW, N2SW, E2SE;

Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.

Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_NSO_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within greater than 10% sagebrush canopy cover may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Bates Hole and Fish Creek/Willow Creek area Greater sage-grouse nesting habitat.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

WY-183Q-096  1200.000 Acres
T.0320N, R.0820W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 021  NWNE,NENW,S2N2,S2;
022  ALL;

Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within greater than 10% sagebrush canopy cover may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Bates Hole and Fish Creek/Willow Creek area Greater sage-grouse nesting habitat.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

WY-183Q-097  960.000 Acres
T.0330N, R.0820W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 029  N2NE,W2,SESE;
    032  N2NE,W2,W2SE,SESE;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_NSO_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 0.25 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

WY-183Q-100 239.710 Acres
T.0330N, R.0840W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 006 LOTS 3,4,7,9;
006 S2NE;

Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.
WY-183Q-001  160.000 Acres
    T.0380N, R.0610W, 06th PM, WY
    Sec. 019  NE;
  Niobrara County
  Newcastle FO
  Formerly Lease No.  
  Stipulations:  
    Lease Notice No. 1  
    Lease Notice No. 2  
    Lease Notice No. 3  
    Lease Stipulation No. 1  
    Lease Stipulation No. 2  
    Lease Stipulation No. 3  
  WY_SW_NSO_PHMAL  
  WY_SW_TLS_GHMA  
  WY_NFO_TLS_PHMAC  
  WY_NFO_CSU_PHMAC  

WY-183Q-002  1111.220 Acres
    T.0380N, R.0620W, 06th PM, WY
    Sec. 004  LOTS 1-4;  
      004  S2N2,S2;  
      005  LOTS 1;  
      005  SENE,NESE,S2SE;  
      006  S2SE;  
      021  NENE;  
      022  E2NW,E2SE;  
  Niobrara County
  Newcastle FO
  Formerly Lease No.  
  Stipulations:  
    Lease Notice No. 1  
    Lease Notice No. 2  
    Lease Notice No. 3  
    Lease Stipulation No. 1  
    Lease Stipulation No. 2  
    Lease Stipulation No. 3  
  WY_NFO_TLS_PHMAC  
  WY_NFO_CSU_PHMAC  
  TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) entire lease; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Cheyenne-Deadwood Trail.
WY-183Q-003  240.000 Acres
T.0370N, R.0630W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 019  N2SE;
  030  NE;
Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY-183Q-004  160.000 Acres
T.0370N, R.0630W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 021  E2E2;
Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY-183Q-005  280.000 Acres
T.0370N, R.0630W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 028  NE,E2NW,NESW;
Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY-183Q-006  40,000 Acres
    T.0380N, R.0630W, 06th PM, WY
    Sec. 012  SW5W;
Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY-NFO-CSU_PHMAC
TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

WY-183Q-007  1560.000 Acres
    T.0360N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
    Sec. 009  ALL;
010  N2NE,SWNE,W2,SE;
015  S2;
Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY-NFO-CSU_PHMAC
CSU    (1) Surface occupancy or use may be restricted or prohibited if paleontological sites exist unless paleontological sites are avoided or the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) entire lease; (3) protecting Lance Creek Fossil Area paleontological values.

WY-183Q-008  1449.660 Acres
    T.0390N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
    Sec. 005  LOTS 1-4;
005  S2N2,SW2;
017  W2NE,SENE,SE;
022  S2;
023  NENE;
027  NE;
Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY_NFO_CSU_PHMAC

TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) entire lease; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Indian Trail (48NO222).

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use may be restricted or prohibited if paleontological sites exist unless paleontological sites are avoided or the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) entire lease; (3) protecting Lance Creek Fossil Area paleontological values.

WY-183Q-009 368.020 Acres
T.0390N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 011 E2NW;
  030 LOTS 1,2;
  030 W2NE,E2NW;
  031 NENW;

Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY_NFO_CSU_PHMAC

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) entire lease; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Indian Trail (48NO222).

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use may be restricted or prohibited if paleontological sites exist unless paleontological sites are avoided or the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for
mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) entire lease; (3) protecting Lance Creek Fossil Area paleontological values.

WY-183Q-010 315.000 Acres
T.0420N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 035 LOTS 7,9-11,13-16;
Weston County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_NFO_TLS_PHMAC
WY_NFO_CSU_PHMAC

WY-183Q-011 720.000 Acres
T.0400N, R.0650W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 001 SENE,SENW,NESE;
002 SWNW,NWSW,S2S2;
003 SENE,S2S2,NESE;
012 SWNE,W2SE;
Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
WY_NFO_TLS_PHMAC
WY_NFO_CSU_PHMAC
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use may be restricted or prohibited if paleontological sites exist unless paleontological sites are avoided or the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) entire lease; (3) protecting Lance Creek Fossil Area paleontological values.

WY-183Q-012 400.000 Acres
Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
WAGONHOUND UNIT
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
- Lease Notice No. 1
- Lease Notice No. 2
- Lease Notice No. 3
- Lease Stipulation No. 1
- Lease Stipulation No. 2
- Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use may be restricted or prohibited if paleontological sites exist unless paleontological sites are avoided or the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) entire lease; (3) protecting Lance Creek Fossil Area paleontological values.

WY-183Q-013  200.000 Acres
T.0410N, R.0650W, 06th PM, WY
- Sec. 027 NESW;
- 030 SESH;
- 034 W2NE, SWSE;

Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
- Lease Notice No. 1
- Lease Notice No. 2
- Lease Notice No. 3
- Lease Stipulation No. 1
- Lease Stipulation No. 2
- Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use may be restricted or prohibited if paleontological sites exist unless paleontological sites are avoided or the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) entire lease; (3) protecting Lance Creek Fossil Area paleontological values.

WY-183Q-014  360.000 Acres
T.0350N, R.0660W, 06th PM, WY
- Sec. 018 NWNE, SE;
019  SE;
Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
FLAT TOP HILL UNIT
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_GHML
WY_NFO_TLS_PHMAC
WY_NFO_CSU_PHMAC

WY-183Q-015  1890.360 Acres
T.0390N, R.0660W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 019  LOTS 1-4;
   019  W2E2,E2W2;
   029  NW,N2SW;
   030  LOTS 1-4;
   030  E2,E2W2;
   031  LOTS 1-4;
   031  NE,E2W2,W2SE;

Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

WY-183Q-016  640.000 Acres
T.0390N, R.0660W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 020  SE;
   029  S2SW;
   032  W2;
   034  W2SW;

Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

WY-183Q-017 1680.000 Acres
T.0390N, R.0660W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 021 SWNE, W2W2, SENW, SESE;
  027 E2NE, SWNE, W2SW;
  028 E2SE;
  029 E2;
  032 E2;
  033 W2, SE;
Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

WY-183Q-018 1359.920 Acres
T.0410N, R.0660W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 011 S2SW, SWSE;
  023 W2E2;
  028 W2E2, E2NW;
  031 LOTS 3, 4;
  031 E2SW;
  033 E2SE;
  034 SW;
  035 S2NE, N2SW, SESW, SE;
Niobrara and Weston Counties
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

WY-183Q-019 1243.190 Acres
T.0420N, R.0660W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 004 LOTS 1-4;
  004 S2N2,S2;
  005 LOTS 1;
  005 SESE;
  008 NENE;
  031 LOTS 1-4;
  031 E2W2;
  032 S2N2;

Weston County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_PHMAWCA
WY_SW_CSU_PHMA

WY-183Q-020 80.380 Acres
T.0340N, R.0670W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 002 LOTS 2;
  002 SWNE;

Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
FLAT TOP HILL UNIT
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_NFO_TLS_PHMAC
WY_NFO_CSU_PHMAC
WY-183Q-021  80,000 Acres
T.0530N, R.0670W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 020  E2SW;
Crook County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_SW_NSO_PHMAL
WY_SW_TLS_GHML
WY_NFO_TLS_PHMAC
WY_NFO_CSU_PHMAC